
G�f Sign and Design.c�

Golf Course Furnishings, Signs & Marketing



Golf Sign and Design is a company that has been in business continually since 1991.  Founded by Tom 
Eubank, who played the PGA Tour from 1990-1992, had a vision to provide better golf course yardage 
markers due to most courses being improperly marked in the early 1990’s. 
 
What started as a yardage guide and sprinkler marking business quickly evolved into tee markers, signs, 
and a host of miscellaneous products every course needs on a regular basis.  As the company started 

as one of the premier companies providing course accessories and signage across the USA.

In 2014, the company decided to add furnishings to the line up and that quickly became a successful 
venture.  In 2017 the need to produce the furnishings in Georgia, creating the only furniture manufacturer 
in the South East became a reality and within just a few years some of the top courses in the country were 
trusting us to create and build their high end furnishings.

As our product line grew and our capabilities to provide custom high end products evolved, we started 
getting the attention of premier management companies and courses.  Hampton Golf is using us 
exclusively now along with easily recognized names like Pinehurst, Sea Island,  and Streamsong.  

Give us a call or send us an email.  It will be the best decision you’ve ever made!
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About Golf Sign & Design

 

It has been great working with Golf Sign and Design for the past few years.  Tom Eubank is 

We currently  use quite a few of their products and I would highly recommend them for any of 

your course marketing or signage needs.
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“Working with Golf Sign and Design and Tom Eubank has been a fantastic experience.  He works with you on 

creating the products you need and gets it delivered in a timely manner.  Our ranges and First tees at both 

Pinehurst No. 7 and 9 have never looked better.”

, Head Professional, Pinehurst No. 7 and 9 54



GRD102 
6 1/2” x 46” long

GRD101
46” Long

Add feet to any range divider!

GRD103
8” x 46” long

GRD2000 - 6” x 46”

GRD2200 - 6” x 46” CL
Clavos on both sides

GRD5000R - 7.5” x 46”
Custom dividers
*with feet

GRD5000A - 7.5” x 46”
Custom dividers

GB150
Ball Basket 
12” x 10” x 9” 
(150 balls)

GB250
Ball Basket 
19” x 10” x 9” 
(250 balls) GB350

Ball Basket 
19” x 14” x 9” 
(350 balls)

GHB275
Ball Basket  
(275 balls)

NEW! Half Barrel Ball Crates

GHB400
Ball Basket 
(400 balls)

Each ball crate comes 
with a powder coated 
slide to cover ball 
release slot.

for an added cost.

crates and 
dividers to 

right in photo
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GBR1500
31” Tall Opened

GBR2095
Includes all top options
As shown image below

GBR2595
Includes all top options
As shown image below

GBR1550
Includes cupholder

GBR2000
Includes cupholder only

Key Arch Series
As shown to right

GBR2500
Includes cupholder only

Flat Board for Logo 
Series

GBR1000
Staked portable 

bag stands
*For clubs only 
and not a full 

bag

GBR1200
Plain Top

*Optional divot 
pattern inlay 

GBR1225
Plain Top with 

Cupholder

GBR1250
Deluxe Top with 

cupholder, tee holes, 
and towel slot

Our bag stands are over-sized compared to the small units our competitors make.

The 31” open height gives the bag stand stability even in winds. Combine that with all 
stainless steel hardware and powder coated screws and you have an unmatched quality 

over anyone in the industry!

NEW! Classic Bag Stands
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GCW100R
Deluxe Slatted
Water Bucket 
*Optional club slot!

GCW110R
Raised
Deluxe Slatted 
With internal 
brushes

GCW110
Deluxe Slatted 
With internal brushes

GCW150-KA

GCW150R-KA

GCW150-SF
Available in raised 
version if desired.
GCW150R-SF Club washers have internal bucket 

with changeable brushes that can 
also be rotated for longer life.
 
GCW Replacement Brushes (2)
Expect 2 years life out of the 
brushes under normal use.

www.golfsignanddesign.com 1110
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GAC105 
Cape Cod 

Adirondack Chair
with higher seat

GAC104 
Adirondack Chair
with traditional low seat
for the traditionalist!

We designed our Adirondack line of 
chairs with less mobile people in mind.  

By raising the seat 4” we are able to 
provide a chair people of all age and 

physical condition can easily get out of 
when ready.  Either style we have you 

covered!

GAC108
Alpen Adirondack Chair

Two-tone colored furnishings are 
never an extra charge.

1 Drink holder provided no charge, 
but only if requested.

GAC106
Round Table

20” x 20” x 20”

GAC106LS
Adds a lower shelf

GAC107
Square Table

20” x 20” x 20”

GAC109LS
Square Table with arches

20” x 20” x 20”
with lower shelf

GAC109 with no lower shelf

My experience with Tom and Golf Sign and Design was exceptional! 
Quality product, great pricing and excellent response and service. �ey 
even built a product for me that wasn’t in the line! Our experience has 
been excellent and I highly recommend Golf Sign and Design.
 
Bob Patton, Director of Golf
Long Cove Club, Hilton Head Island, SC    
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GCE1827 KA

GCE1827 SF

GCE2434 KA

GCE2434 SF

GCE2742 KA

GCE2742 SF

KEY ARCH SERIES KEY ARCH SERIES 

STRAIGHT FRAME SERIES STRAIGHT FRAME SERIES 

*Logos are an additional charge

GIE1827 KA GIE2434 KA GIE2742 KA

GIE1827 SF GIE2434 SF GIE2742 SF
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GRE1827 KA GRE2434 KA GRE2742 KA

GRE1827 SF GRE2434 SF GRE2742 SF

KEY ARCH SERIES KEY ARCH SERIES 

STRAIGHT FRAME SERIES STRAIGHT FRAME SERIES 

GDP1827 KA

GDP1827 SF

GDP2434 KA

GDP2434 SF

GDP2742 KA

GDP2742 SF

1716



RCCE1625 RCIE1625

RCDPE1625RCRE1625

RCCE2030 RCIE2030

RCDPE2030RCRE2030

RCCE2436 RCIE2436

RCDPE2436RCRE2436

Custom signs are our specialty..... Whatever you need we 
can handle it and give you a product you will be proud to 
display to your members and guests.

*Logos are an additional charge Customized for more than 5 
info slides
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Traditional Series
GBR170-5  5 Bag
GBR170-6  6 Bag
Single sided only

Classic Series (Below)
GBR165-5  5 Bag Slots
GBR165-6  6 Bag Slots
GBR165-7  7 Bag Slots

Double Sided
GBR165-5D  10 Bag Slots
GBR165-6D  12 Bag Slots
GBR165-7D  14 Bag Slots

Hilton Head (To Right)
GBR295-5  5 Bag Slots
GBR295-6  6 Bag Slots
GBR295-7  7 Bag Slots

Double Sided
GBR295-5D  10 Bag Slots
GBR295-6D  12 Bag Slots
GBR295-7D  14 Bag Slots

www.golfsignanddesign.com

Palm Beach Series 
GBR185-5  5 Bag Slots
GBR185-6  6 Bag Slots
GBR185-7  7 Bag Slots

Otherwise it will be straight upright support posts!

Palm Beach Series
Double Sided
GBR185-5D  10 Bag Slots
GBR185-6D  12 Bag Slots
GBR185-7D  14 Bag Slots
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North Woods Series
GBR195-5  5 Bag Slots
GBR195-6  6 Bag Slots
GBR195-7  7 Bag Slots

Double Sided
GBR195-5D  10 Bag Slots
GBR195-6D  12 Bag Slots
GBR195-7D  14 Bag Slots

Key West Series
GBR350-5  5 Bag Slots
GBR350-6  6 Bag Slots

Double Sided
GBR350-5D  10 Bag Slots
GBR350-6D  12 Bag Slots

 Naples Series
GBR250-5  5 Bag Slots
GBR250-6  6 Bag Slots

Double Sided
GBR250-5D  10 Bag Slots
GBR250-6D  12 Bag Slots

Savannah Series
GBR200-5  5 Bag Slots
GBR200-6  6 Bag Slots

www.golfsignanddesign.com

GP1200 KA
Optional umbrella holder on podiums 

30” wide or less. On all podiums
36” wide or larger it is an internal
umbrella holder and is included.GP1000 SF

Valet Podiums come with hooks
inside the door for tickets and keys.

Key Arch Series
KA

Straight Frame Series
SF
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GP1000   21” x 21” x 48”
GP1200   21” x 30” x 48”
GP1500   21” x 36” x 48”
GP2000   21” x 42” x 48”
GP5000   21” x 63” x 48”

*GP2500 - Valet Podium  21” x 21” x 48” (Page 64)

Internal umbrella holder included on GP1500, GP2000 
and GP5000 size podiums!

GP1500 KA - 36” wide

All podiums come with a 
shelf in the center.  Doors 
can have an outside hasp 
for locking or internal 
magnetic latches with a 
door pull.

Optional Logo  in full color or cast 
metal is available on all podiums

color pour as shown top left.

Powder coated lid frame
prevents warping.  
Tension scissor hinges 
allow lid stay open while 
in use and a slower close 
action when shutting.

GP5000 KA - Triple Wide 63” x 21” x 48” includes casters

GP3900 KA - Nantucket Podium 39” 
wide with enclosed shelves

GP1200 SF - 30” Wide 

Shown with Optional 
Flat Counter which 

is available on all 
podiums at no extra 

cost.

Optional Casters are 
available on all podiums.  
Standard on the GP5000 
to right.

Locking Hasps or
Traditional door knobs 
with magnetic latches are 
available at your choice.
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GD1160G - 60” x 18” x 18”
Ground level
also available

GD1148G - 48” x 18” x 18”
Ground level

GD12460G-
60”x 18”x 18” 
Ground Level

GD1160G - 60” x 18” x 18”
Ground level

any of your course or amenity needs.

www.golfsignanddesign.com

GD1630M-KA  Also available in straight frame 
without arch and key.  30” x 20” x 36”
Also available in following sizes
GD1624M-KA  24” wide
GD1636M-KA  36” wide

GD1630G2 - Ground level without legs
Below shown as a double.

GD1350M - 45” x 24” x 32” Raised

GD1350G - 45” x 24” x 22” Ground

GD1624G2 and GD1636G2 available 
also.
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GSCS105 (to left)
Air Compressor
Housing Unit

*Compressor housing always
sold separate from shoe
cleaning stations.

GSCS1500-KA  BELOW
Deluxe Shoe Cleaning Station
with optional pull out drawer for easy 
cleaning. Shown with optional color logo
*Compressor housing sold separately.

GSCS1500-SF   36” Wide
(Optional Bronze Logo)
Deluxe Large Shoe Cleaning Station
With optional pull out drawer for easy cleaning GSCS1000-SF  Small Shoe

Cleaning Station - 26” wide

“Working with Golf Sign and Design and Tom Eubank 
has been a fantastic experience.  He works with you on 
creating the products you need and gets it delivered 
in a timely manner.  Our ranges and First tees at both 
Pinehurst No. 7 and 9 have never looked better.”

, Head Professional, Pinehurst No. 7 and 9

GSCS400 shown above
GSCS425 - above with routed bottom

GSCS450 - Above with routed bottom and 
a drawer for grass debris.

GSCS500 - not shown- above with solid bottom
GSCS525 - shown above

GSCS550 - Above unit with a drawer 
for grass debris.

GSCS680
Double Brushed Scrusher

with handle
(no box / scrusher only)

GSCS400
2 HP Makita Air Compressor

Air wand
(Due to availability air wands
may change styles and not

match this style exactly)

Black Recoil Hose
Color hoses no longer availability

www.golfsignanddesign.com 2928



GPB10-KA - 10 Gallon
Liner bucket included

GPB3618 - 36” x 18” x 36”
Small holes are drilled

in bottom of box for water 
drainage.

Custom sized planter boxes 
available in various styles.

GPB5-SF - 5 Gallon
Liner bucket included

*Clavos shown are optional 
at an extra cost.

All Recycled Plastic Planter Boxes & 
Trash Cans come with a HD Trash Liner 
and removable lid!

GT1805 - 5 Gallon

GT1810 - 10 Gallon

GT1110 - 10 Gallon
GT1119 - 20 Gallon
GT1125 - 25 Gallon

      Slat Sizes may vary!

GT1820 - 20 Gallon

The grand opening was a great success! Everyone was excited to play 
the new back nine.  Tee markers, PPG markers as well as the directional 
signs and granite signs were well received.  The yardage guides were a 
great give away for the members at the grand re-opening.  Thank you 
for all your hard work to make this an enjoyable grand opening for our 
Stonebridge members !
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GT1510 - KA    Top Load 10 Gal
GT2010 - SF    Top Load 10 Gal
Clavos optional at an extra cost

GT2319 - 19 Gallon
GT2325 - 25 Gallon
GT2335 - 35 Gallon
GT2350 - 50 Gallon

Trash Receptacles
All recycled plastic trash receptacles

are made with powder coated screws, 

stainless steel hardware and

with the least amount of exposed hardware

as possible for a clean classic look.

Key Arch Top Load
GT1519    Top Load 19 Gal
GT1525    Top Load 25 Gal
GT1535    Top Load 35 Gal
GT1550    Top Load 50 Gal

Square Frame Top Load
GT2019    Top Load 19 Gal
GT2025    Top Load 25 Gal
GT2035    Top Load 35 Gal
GT2050    Top Load 50 Gal

Trash Bin
Square Liners

19 Gallon
25 Gallon
35 Gallon
50 Gallon

Trash Bin
Round Liners

5 Gallon
10 Gallon
20 Gallon
32 Gallon

Larger sizes may
be available.
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GT2819 - 19 Gallon
Solid Door with hinged

trash opening
GT2825 - 25 Gallon
GT2835 - 35 Gallon

Customize any trash unit with a 
color logo, cast metal logo or a 

color pour logo.

Add an ash tray to any front
load trash receptacle.

Shown top right next page

GT2919 SF - 19 Gallon
GT2925 SF - 25 Gallon
GT2935 SF - 35 Gallon

GT1219- 19 Gallon
Lid opens on top
for trash removal

Key Arch Series (KA)

GT2919 KA - 19 Gallon
Solid Door

GT2925 KA - 25 Gallon
GT2935KA - 35 Gallon

Photo to left without key!

www.golfsignanddesign.com 3534
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GT2919D KA - 19 Gallon x 2
GT2925D KA - 25 Gallon x 2
GT2935D KA - 35 Gallon x 2

GT2019D SF    Top Load 19 Gal
GT2025D SF    Top Load 25 Gal
GT2035D SF    Top Load 35 Gal

GT2925TW KA - 25 Gallon trash
5 Gallon Water Bucket & Accessories Drawer

Available in straight frame as well.

GT2319D 19 Gallon
GT2325D 25 Gallon
GT2335D 35 Gallon

GT2819D - 19 Gallon x 2
GT2825D - 25 Gallon x 2
GT2835D - 35 Gallon x 2

GT2919D SF - 19 Gallon x 2
GT2925D SF - 25 Gallon x 2
GT2935D SF - 35 Gallon x 2

GT1219D 19 Gallon x 2
Lids open  on top for trash removal

GT1519D KA    Top Load 19 Gal
GT1525D SF    Top Load 25 Gal
GT1535D SF    Top Load 35 Gal
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GT2925T KA
Triple 25 Gallon Trash

Labels shown in French
Other languages available!

Multi color units are
never an upcharge!

GT2925TTW KA  - 25 Gallon trash x 2
5 Gallon Water Bucket & Accessories 

Drawer

 GT1519T KA 19 Gallon
GT1525T KA 25 Gallon
GT1535T KA 35 Gallon

Also available in straight frame   
GT2019T SF 19 Gallon    
GT2025T SF 25 Gallon    
GT2035T SF 35 Gallon

GT2919T KA 19 Gallon    
GT2925T KA 25 Gallon    
GT2935T KA 35 Gallon

GT2919T SF 19 Gallon    
GT2925T SF 25 Gallon    
GT2935T SF 35 Gallon

All Trash come with 
labels for openings.

Custom labels
may be extra.

GT2925QTW KA
25 Gallon trash x 3

5 Gallon Water Bucket
& Accessories Drawer
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GSC400 Custom Caddie - With Post
GSC401 Desktop SC - Without post

GSC120 Table Top Caddie
Optional lid available.

GSC130
Portable Caddie
Includes lid.  Shown 
with optional hasp.
No routing on portable units!

GSC100 With Post
GSC101 No Post
6.5” deep inside for 
all scorecard sizes
Shown optional and 
spike

GSC350
Hinged lid &
Storage door
2 large slots
6 smaller slots

Both of these caddies 
on top of page are 
16” x 12” x 8” tall

GSC200 KA - With Post
GSC201 KA - No Post
6.5” deep for all scorecard sizes

GMB2436C
24” Wide x 36” Tall

Clock Message Board
on Two posts

Includes 3 message slides
and up to 6 messages

*Additional messages at
an extra cost.

GMB4836C
48” Wide x 36” Tall

Large Message Board
on Two posts

Includes 6 message slides
and up to 12 messages

*Additional messages at
an extra cost.
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GD1035 3.5 Gallon
GD1050   5 Gallon

Includes: liner, lid & scoop

Square Frame Series
GD3000 3.5 Gallon

GD3100 5 Gallon     GD3200 7 gallon
Includes: Scoop

Divot Mix Label only on request!

Key Arch Series
GD3500 3.5 Gallon

GD3600 5 Gallon     GD3700 7 gallon
Includes: Scoop

Divot Mix Label only on request!

GD1010 3.5 Gallon - Routed
Includes: lid & scoop

Scoop - 6 oz. 
Stainless Steel

GD1500 not shown
Key Arch Version

5 gallon box
includes handle & 

wheels

GD3200R
7 Gallon

GD1000 on wheels
5 gallon box

includes
handle

GD3700R - 7 Gallon
Divot Mix Label only on request!

GD1630M-KA  Also available in 
straight frame without arch and key.  
30” x 20” x 36”
Also available in following sizes
GD1624M-KA  24” wide
GD1636M-KA  36” wide
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GD5036 - 36 Bottle Deluxe 
Raised Divot Bottle Holder
Also available:   
GD5024 - 24 Bottle

GD1412
Small Bottle Rack - 12 Bottle

Option to have hole with handle slots

GD1436
Divot Bottle Large 

36 bottles

*Shown with optional feet

GD Bottle
Bottom feed cap.

GD1424 - 24 bottles

Divot Bottle With Handles can be 
done at no extra charge 

www.golfsignanddesign.com

Any Divot Bottle Rack can be 
routed for round bottles or  
bottles with handles.

All Divot Mix Boxes are structural to handle 
the weight of the sand or full sand bottles.

GD1924 - 24 bottles
GD1932 - 32 bottles
GD1940 - 40 bottles

Divot Bottle Box for Walker Bottles
GD2740 - 40 bottles

GD1324G KA - 24 bottles
GD1332G KA - 32 bottles
GD1340G KA - 40 bottles

Raised shown to right. 36” tall
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M - Mid level is 32” high
R - Raised level is 40” high

GW3050R KA - 50 Quart
Or GW3075R KA - 75 Quart

GW3050M KA - 50 Quart
Or GW3075M KA - 75 Quart GW3050M SF - 50 Quart

Or GW3075M SF - 75 Quart

Our new one of a kind cooler boxes are welded out of 
aluminum and then powder coated with a food grade coating 

for super long life.  These taper at the bottom for a center 
“Complete Drain” feature.  With 1.5” of HD insulation and a 

brass water release, these are the best made cooler boxes in 
the industry.  

GW30502R KA - 
Two 50 Quart

Or GW3075R KA- 
Two 75 Quart

GW3125M KA
50 Quart and 75 Quart 

with Double Lids

GW2550 KA
One 50-Quart Cooler

raised beside a top load 25 gallon 
trash can

GW2575 KA Also available

Optional enclosed storage below 
cooler box.
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GW1101G Standard 
Station

Gable Roof
Cups in front
GW1101P and 

GW1101F
Available

GW1201P Grand Station
Pyramid Roof

Cups on side or in front
GW1201G and GW1201F

Available

GWCD Cup Dispenser
4 or 4.5 oz. Cups

GWC10
10 Gallon Cooler

GW1301P Deluxe Station
Pyramid Top

GW1301F - Flat Roof / GW1301G - Gable Roof

GW2201G  Double Grand Station
Swinging Trash Doors

Both Water Coolers above can be 

styrofoam cup dispenser(s) 
in lieu of Dixie cone cups.

GW2201P same as above but with 
pyramid top.

GW2201F - Flat Roof
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GW1151G Canopy Cooler

Cup Dispenser on front or side.

GW6000P Custom Water Cooler

GW6000F - Flat Roof / GW6000G - Gable Roof

Call for additional colors 
that may be available on 

larger orders!

Big Canoe Beverage Station

Customize Your Water Cooler Station to Fit YOUR Needs.

Above has built in ice chest, water cooler, trash receptacles, cup 
dispensers, lid and straw dispensers.

Throw in custom drawers, magnetic doors that close tight and 

budget or style needs.

www.golfsignanddesign.com 5150



GYP 4448 Yardage Post
4” x 4” square x 48” tall
Number plaques are 3” x 12” 
for large 3” tall numbers.
2 plaques included per post.
Additional plaques available 
at an extra cost.

GYP 4460 - Fairway Post
4” x 4” square x 60” tall

GBT250 - Tee Caddy GBT100 - Tee CaddyGBT150 - Tee Caddy

RCM424V Vertical Signs
Standard 4” x 24” tall

A variety of sizes available.

GCSCAT  12” x 46” wide

www.golfsignanddesign.com

are optional for an extra cost.

Rope Stake 2” Square
12”, 18” , 24” & 36” - Speed Slot or Straight Hole

Multi Color Stakes - 2” Square
Standard Sizes - 18” , 24” & 36”

Post top can be squared, rounded
or clipped corners

GDS8 - Directional Stakes
sold in buckets of 25.  

Includes bucket and lid

GDS8 - Directional Stakes
2” Square x 8” long

All have a 4” long vinyl cap on top.
Only green currently available.

Vinyl Sleeve
for 2” long stakes
4” long Green & White

VS4 Green Only

Angle Cut Top Bevel Top Flat Top
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 Black White Green White Brown Blue Red Green Yellow
 White Black White Green White White White Tan Black
 Black White Green White Brown Blue Red Green Yellow

Above colors are in stock and ready for quick turnaround.
Custom colors may be available for larger orders.  Call to check.

RCDS12
Direction Sign and post to left:
Includes, sign, post, base and 2 stainless 
steel spikes.  Shown to the left is a 12” 
square sign with rounded corners.

available on request.

Resin Core makes for a very durable sign 
to keep costs down and have a great  
looking sign. We can add message sleeves 
so you can change out your messages to 
the golfers.... daily or as needed.

Sign options are limitless and even classic 
posts with yardages engraved in may be a 
great option for your course.  

Call or email today for a free quote!

www.golfsignanddesign.com

RC2418 - Custom
RC159 - Custom

RC1812 - Custom RC1810 - Custom

RC159 - Custom
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GB1225 KA - 5 foot only

GB1800 - 5 foot only

GB1700 - 5 foot only

GB1004 - 4 footGB1004 - 4 foot

GB1006
6 foot

GB1500 - 5 foot only

Bench Legs stocked in black.  
Custom order for brown or green 
legs for both models above.

GB5000 - Carolina Bench
4 and 6 foot only
*Shown with an optional logo

GB7000 - Georgia Bench
4 and 6 foot only

*All 6 foot benches come 
with center support 

GB8000 - Ontario Bench
4 and 6 foot only

GB6000 - Beach Bench
4 and 6 foot only

GB1104 - 4 foot (not shown)
GB1106 - 6 foot (above)

All benches are structurally 
built with powder coated screws 
and HD lag bolts for long life 
under commercial use.
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I have been ordering from Golf Sign 
and Design for the past four years…
the quality of work and the customer 
service is outstanding…very 
conscientious and they go above and 
beyond making sure that your 
delivery is on time and you are 
completely satis�ed.

Jodi Wertenberger
Director of Tennis
Lost Tree Club, 
N. Palm Beach, FL

Provence Square Dining Table  
GDT45SQ - 45” top
GDT40SQ - 40” top

Round Cocktail Table
GCT36R - 36” top
GCT42R - 42” top

Provence Round Dining Table
GDT39R - 39” top
GDT45R - 45” top

All Tables can have an
optional umbrella hole at 

no extra charge. Cape Cod Dining Table
GDT4272 - 42” x 72”

Alpen Large Dining Table
GADT4472 - 44” x 72”

Routed Solid Top (shown) 
or Slatted

St. Tropez Dining Table
Rounded Corners on Table Top

GSTDT40 - 40” top
GSTDT45 - 45” top
Routed Solid Top

Alpen Dining Table
GADT44 - 44” x 44”

Routed Solid Top (shown)
or Slatted

Our facility went through a clubhouse expansion and renovation in 2021-2022. Part of that renovation was an 
expansion of our patio and all new patio furniture. We looked at many di�erent patio sets from many di�erent 
companies. �en in January 2022, we met Tom with Golf Sign and Design at the PGA Merchandise Show. We were 
absolutely thrilled with the quality of their patio furniture and invited them to bid on our project. Golf Sign and Design 
was our low bidder, and it wasn’t even close, as they saved us about 1/3 compared to the next closest bid. We selected 
Golf Sign and Design for our project and that was a great choice. Tom and his team at Golf Sign and Design were 
fabulous to work with throughout the project. We received our patio furniture in May 2022, and we absolutely love it 
and so do our customers. I would highly recommend talking with Tom and his team if you have any outdoor furniture 
or on course needs.
 
Michael Huber
Director of Golf Operations, Heritage Blu�s Golf Club, Channahon, IL
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St. Tropez Bar Table
GSTBT36 - 36” top
GSTBT45 - 45” top
Routed Solid Top

Provence Round Bar Table
GPBT36R - 36” top
GBT45R - 45” top
Routed Solid Top

Alpen Dining Chair 
GADC 20A - as shown

GADC 20 - no arms

Alpen Bar Chair
GABC 26A with arms            GABC 26 - no arms

All Alpen Series Chairs - Vertical Slats Only!

Savannah Bar Stool
GSBS26 - 26” seat

Provence Dining Chair 
GPDC 20A - as shown
GPDC 20 - no arms*
*shown left rear view

Provence Dining Chair
GPDC 20 

Provence Bar Chair
GPDC26 - as shown - no arms

GPDC26A with arms 

as shown below. Provence series only!
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New! Chaise Lounge
PCL78 Pool Chaise Lounge

25”x 78”x 13”

Parkland Dining Chair 
with Arms
GPDC18A

Parkland Bar Chair with 
Arms
GPBC26

Parkland Dining Chair- 
No Arms

GPDC18A

Parkland Bar Chair- No 
Arms
GPBC26A

Our team of experts can take 
your space, and with proper 
dimensions provided, we can 
optimize a layout that will 
accomplish your needs.  From 
pool areas to patio dining or a 

a layout that provides functional 
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Coffee Table
GCT2236 KA
36”x22” top

Side Table
GAC 109LS

Arched under skirt
20” top

with added lower shelf

Side Table
GAC 106 - 20” top

Not shown but add lower 
shelf... GAC106LS

Side Table
GAC 110 - 22” top
Slatted Table Top

Side Table
GAC 107
20” top

Coffee Table
GCT2236 - 36”x22” top

Alpen
Adirondack Rocker

GAC 108ROCK
*Optional cup holders

Heidelberg Rocker
GAC 112 ROCK

Belfair, Blu�on, SC  

Recently, Belfair needed to update our course furniture for 
our Practice Range and Starters. We ended up selecting 
Tom Eubank and his team at Golf Sign and Design. �e 
personalized service and attention to our needs I received 
were as good as I have experienced in my career as a PGA 
Professional. Not only was the product outstanding, but 
the pricing was more than fair. 

�anks, Tom, and your exceptional team at Golf Sign and 
Design!

John Ogden  Director of Golf
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TC2000 PR - Shown above
TC2000 GR - Gable Roof (to left)
TC2000 FL - Flat Roof

TC2500 PR - Pyramid Roof
TC2500 GR - Gable Roof
TC2500 FL - Shown above

TC2919
Wet Towel Center
Store moist towels above
with towel disposal below.
19 gallon liner included.

TC3000 PR - Pyramid Roof   TC3000 GR - Gable Roof
TC3000 FL - Flat Roof **Optional Doors with acrylic windows.
Optional locks available as well.

TC1000 PR - Pyramid Roof
TC1000 GR - Shown above
TC1000 FL - Flat Roof

steel magnets or add a lock for securing towels after hours. 

Still want more? How about caster options to make moving the towel center a breeze.  We can 
also add locks to protect your towels after hours.

Towel Caddy
TC1250 TW

*Shown with optional casters!

Towel Caddy
TC1200

*Shown with optional door
and optional casters!

Towel Caddy
TC1225D

with accessories drawer

www.golfsignanddesign.com 6766



GBS270 
40” x 27” x 74”

Also available with larger
trash under icemaker
*small side storage 

ALL BEVERAGE STATIONS

You have a choice of:
Flat Roof

Gabled Roof
Pyramid Roof

Prices do vary!

GBS500 
63” x 27” x 84”

Carolina Beverage Station
GBS550

63” x 27” x 84”
   

Custom Options:
Towel Shelves

Accessory Drawers
Added Cup Dispensers

Keyed Locks
Doors over towels 
and dispensers.

Golf Sign and Design are an absolute pleasure to work with. No matter whether we are ordering 
stock catalog items or working on a unique one o� design, Tom and the Golf Sign and Design team 
always come through with a high quality product at a fair price.

Craig Allan-  Director
Sea Island 
Golf Performance Center

Sea Island Beverage Station
GBS4000

84” x 27” x 84”
   

Can be Customized

This unit includes:
Igloo Water Cooler Housing

75 quart ice chest
Accessories drawers (2)

Towel Shelves
Dispenser cups, lids, straws

Sanibel Beverage Station  -  GBS750 - 84” x 33” x 74”
84” tall with gable or pyramid roof
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Low Country Beverage Station
GBS3000   70” x 27” x 84”

   
Can be Customized

This unit includes:
Igloo Water Cooler Housing

54 quart ice chest
Dispenser cups, lids, straws

and two trash bins

Tennis Center Beverage Station
GBS2000   46” x 27” x 84”   

Can be Customized
*Shown with optional door

covering towels.

*Optional acrylic window and 
lock for the door available but 

not shown.

GWF1000

water cooler

GWF1500
Water Fountain Cover
Sized to your fountain

Rear Panels for Ice Makers, Water Coolers and 

Golf Sign and Design came in and provided a proposal for us for our renovation that not only saved 
us money, but also kept us from having to hire 3 di�erent vendors.  �ey provided all of our furniture, 
including custom pieces, our signs for the course and clubhouse, our yardage books and they even 
measured our course as part of the package.  I have received great service and always at a very fair 
price.  I recommend Tom Eubank and Golf Sign and Design to anyone needing furnishings, signage or 
yardage guides.

Landon (Lanny) Clark
Superintendent of Golf Course Operations
Kensington Golf and CC, Naples FL

Kensington Beverage Station
GBS6000 - High Top Housing
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GP5000 KA Bar
63” x 28” x 45”

48” tall with casters
  8” contoured counter top 
8 Casters with four locking

Flat counter space and storage.

Optional Items:
Bottle holder external 

Menu holder for sides (see photo)
Ice chest built into top (see below)

Bus tray shelving (see below)
Locks on doors for liquor storage

GP1200 KA Bar
Often used as 

restaurant check in
36” x 28” x 45”

8” straight counter top 
Flat counter space

Optional Items:
Menu holder for sides

4 Casters Locking
Locking doors

GVP2500 KA - Valet Podium
21” x 21” x 45”

   Includes:  Angled top hinged to open for storage
Side door for storage.

Recessed inside wall with 56 hooks
Optional Items:  4 Casters Locking

Additional 42 hooks on door.

GVP2800 - Valet Wall Box
36” x 48” x 6” Deep

   Inside wall with 56 hooks
21 Hooks on each door

Metal framing for anti warp.

*Must be mounted to a solid surface!
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Cornhole boards must use HDPE
High Density Poly Ethelene

material for the surface to ensure the 
proper slide needed for the bags.

More expensive than wood but they 
last a very long time with little to no 

maintenance required.

Call for availability

GCHB 2 

Can be Customized with logo
*Bags not included.

GSTH 4
Holds 4 shag tubes.

GSBH 4
Holds 4 shag bags.

www.golfsignanddesign.com

GSB4896 - Large

78” tall from casters to arch.

Homosote Board allows easy push pin or 
stapling of scoresheets for events.  Material is 
painted with a coating on both sides but is it 

NOT waterproof.

*Course should have a cover made or pull in-
doors during storms or any precipitation.

GSB4848 - Small

78” tall from casters to arch.
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Hangar Arm Above

Flush Mount right 
and below.

Podium mount

top right

Rock Mount right 
and below.

Cast Bronze has long been the classic option for the  
discerning golf course. We have both the design skills 

and the casting warehouse to make your signs 
unique, attractive and at great pricing. WHY?  

Because we work on lower margins and  
intend to earn your business for life. We would  

rather count on a long-term relationship as 
your sign and marketing provider, than to 

try and capitalize on a one time sale.

We provide the best quality and price combination 
of any US company and all product is made here in 
the USA!

www.golfsignanddesign.com 7776



We also can add your golf hole 
in either overhead version or in 
a 3D model of the hole. Cast Aluminum is sand cast the identical way 

bronze is cast, but is much lighter and, of course, has 

club due to the lower cost and the long life it offers.

Face Painted Aluminum allows you to 
capitalize on the lower cost of aluminum while enjoying 
the look of bronze. We simply roll the raised areas in a 
gold paint and you have a classic look without the cost. 

7-8 years. Wildcat Cliffs is 14 years running and they 
look great with no chipping or peeling.
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Signs are Necessary for Communication!
We have a variety of styles and add ons like our sliders 
that give you a chance to change out the messages daily 
or seasonally!  Put up a new club champ each year with 
our easy to change out name plaques. Customization is 
our game!

Pin Location Signs
-

get and ALL have a classic look. The daily numbers can be slides, hanging on a 
hook or attached with a bolt for security.  Need multiple messages?  No problem!

Changeable Daily Messages
in a variety of colors.

www.golfsignanddesign.com 8382



Stanchions can be recycled plastic or  
extruded aluminum with our special  
hammer coat powder coating.  Call today 
for a quote for something that meets your 
custom needs.    We can even produce 
High Density Urethane podium signs to 
look like brick or stone, as shown lower 
left, and in any size and design shape.

Call now for a free quote.

Our stanchions have 

metal strapping,  
custom installation of  
ball washers or trash 
receptacle brackets!

�anks to Tom Eubank and Golf Sign & Design for providing such a nice product at great pricing. �ey were able to 
package a variety of products we needed to ensure a successful grand re-opening for our members. We are very happy 
with all the new amenities and their service.

Rick A. Neet, PGA Director of Golf
Royal Palm Golf Club, Naples, FL

www.golfsignanddesign.com 8584



Custom Shapes 
& Sizes 

Available!

Standard Sizes:
For Stanchions

5” x 12”
5” x 14”
5” x 16”

Regular Signs
8” x 12”
10” x 15”
12” x 18”
14” x 20”
14” x 22”
18” x 24”

Cast Signs 
Available Up To

Let us design
a custom sign
package for
your club!

Edge Border

Inset Border

No Border

Arch Top Double Arch English Arch

RectangleEnglish CornersReverse Cast

Parochial

Hangar
Mount

Flush
Mount

Flush Hidden
Mount

Side
Mount Podium

Mount

Double Post
Suspended Mount

Hump Top Oval

Other Finials May
Be Available for
Custom Order!

Round Fluted Square

Ball Cap

Ball AcornTrophy

Pyramid

Decorative
Base

Square Post Caps:
Ball Cap or Pyramid. 
Flat cap available (not shown).

Posts:

Square - 2”, 3”, or 4” diameter.
6” square is a custom order.

Decorative Base - Optional
One-piece casting 25” tall for 3” round 

4” round post is a custom order.

coated in a variety of colors.

www.golfsignanddesign.com

Round / Fluted Post Caps:
Trophy, Ball, & Acorn,  

Flat cap available (not shown).
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Ball Washers have typically only been available in red, green, or black 
and they advertise the company you purchased from.

Why not brand your own logo on each Ball Washer and have a 
variety of colors to choose from and not just the “Old Three” colors?

Call to see how reasonable a custom Ball Washer with a logo can be!

Gloss colors are available as shown below as 
stock colors or in any custom colors at upcharge.

 Antique Bronze        Copper Vein         Texture Black  

Specialty Colors above are in up-charge and 
have minimum order requirements.

Ball Washer  brackets

or for 3” round posts.

Black are in stock for 
immediate shipping!

10 Year Warranty - Need we say more?

Available in 1/8” thick for wall mount
1/4” - 1/2” - 3/4” thick for signage 8988



Resin Core  - Makes for a very durable option to keep 
costs down and have a great looking sign. We can add 
our message sleeves so you can change out messages 

The best part???  In stock and ships quickly.

Tee Signs or Directional Signs and in a variety of shapes and sizes!

Resin Core  Tee Markers

Call for details for your course.         

Full color inserts 
available on all 
tee markers.

We stock Resin Core in sheets of 48” x 96” 
so you can have a huge entrance sign, di-
rectional signs around the property or in 
ground markers for the course.  There is no 
limit to the shapes we can do and your logo 
can be carved into the sign or added in a full 
color HPL insert at your choice.

***The top row below are in stock colors (9).

The bottom row are custom order colors. 

 Black White Green White Brown Blue Red Green Yellow
 White Black White Green White White White Tan Black
 Black White Green White Brown Blue Red Green Yellow

www.golfsignanddesign.com 9190



We can create an entirely new pattern to make your tee markers
both unique and attractive.  And the majority of the time they price out 

well below your expectations. 
 

        We love to hear....   Several competitors said             
              that about the Fiddlesticks Bagpiper to the left, but we did it

and YES.... it is double sided!

9392



Wedge Tee Markers - These markers have long been the most popular ordered 
tee marker we sell and with good reason.  Most important is they are attractive 

and easy to see from the cart path making tee choice a breeze for your 
members and guests.  But here is the best reason:  We blow away the 

competition on pricing on these wedge tee markers.
5.5” round or 4.5” x 6” oval in vertical  or horizontal format.

Custom messages.... no problem.
Odd shapes or sizes.....no problem.

Cart Path Wedge or Pyramid Markers
Available in cast bronze or aluminum! 
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Cast Yardage Markers are essential for your course to mark the location of your 
tee boxes, give information to the golfers, and keep play moving quickly.

Call now for a quote and, of course, 
we include free mockups! 

From tee boxes, fairways to cart paths we can update your 
entire course with classic markers that last forever.

Common Sizes in Round or Square
5”, 6”, 8”, 10” and 12”

Common Sizes in Oval or Rectangle
4” x 6” - 5” x 7” - 6” x 8”, 8” x 10” and 8” x 12”

Custom Bas-Relief Artistic Logo
Dimensional 3D Rendering

9796



Cast Bronze Sign set between
Stone Pillars - Double Sided

Cast Bronze Sign set between
Powder Coated Posts

Cast Bronze Sign installed on an existing wall at Royal Palm Golf Club.

Cast Bronze Sign at Reynolds Plantation       HPL Sign on two posts below.

From Concepts, to Design, to Fabrication..... We give you a great Entrance Sign!

of materials to make your entrance sign spectacular. We offer actual stone 
work, cast metal signs, High Density Urethane Signs, High Pressure Laminate 
Signs and the worlds number one high density sign foam monuments. 

budget you may have.  We offer complete design service and even on site 
consultations.

The sign for Admirals Walk below was made of one solid piece of HDU and 
shipped ready for a simple installation.  

Save time, money and easy installs with our signs.

HDPE Dimensional Sign installed on an existing wall at Turtle Creek Club.
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Frames are available for 18” x 24” rectangle signs, 
24” octagon signs, and for 6” x 30” street signs.

Due to our volume we can offer you prices that 

Consider: Family run and operated - low overhead 
and in-house design team. Couple that with our 
own post manufacturing and bracket work and 
you have a recipe for great pricing and unmatched 
service.

We have done full communities all over the USA 
and even in Russia and North Africa.  

Call today for a free proposal today!
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Solar Lighting in “commercial 
grade” are available for any post 
and sign combo set up.

www.golfsignanddesign.com

All Community Signs are available 
in DOT vinyl sheeting in high  

We also do cast signs for private communities as they
are not subject to DOT regulations in most states!

103102



Memorial Plaques can be made 
in any size or shape.  For smaller 
plaques we have a minimum of 
1/2” in letter size.  Bronze or 
aluminum with any color.

Pin Toppers -  
Standard Golf or Par Aide. We can even do custom threading if you have another 

available for a custom order with minimum order requirements.
3” round, 2.5” x 4” oval or custom shapes and or sizes.

Putting Green Cup Holders  

GPGD4

drink holder 
area!

GPGD2

Optional 
large base 
for indoor 
use

GPGD100

With Hole 
Number

Cupholders can have logo, hole number, or 
nothing on upright post!
Large 1/4” x 6.5” Stainless Spike included

Only available in White, Brazilian 
Walnut, and Gray
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We love to brag.  Why?  We do what no other company is capable of doing.  SPECTACULAR!

AMAZING  -  WOW  -  UNBELIEVABLE...
And that is just what our competitors say about us!

Tom Eubank and his company Golf Sign & Design are simply the best in the golf industry. Tom fully 

understands the golf business and its unique challenges. He and his team deliver unique, quality 

products on time, every time. I would highly recommend Tom & Golf Sign & Design for any golf 

facilities, on course and clubhouse needs.
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We offer our photo books with a brilliant photograph of each hole beside the Ultra 3D 
graphic image of the hole. We can photograph your course or you can provide the 
photography all at great pricing with NO hidden extras.

Golf  Sign & Design (& Tom Eubank) has been a great resource in developing a 3D Yardage Guide that our 

customers desire.  They have also created an economical way for me to keep the product fresh each year!

109108
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Great Photography requires many 
things, but even great photographers 

are less than optimal due to haze, 
humidity, no clouds in the sky or 
excessive clouds among other 
factors. It can be frustrating!

The Good News? 
With a great photo retouching lab we 
can take a ho-hum day and deliver 
SPECTACULAR!

Let us show you how you can get 
great photography without having 
to take out a loan:-)

You can pay $15,000 to a photographer with trophies?  
Or get awesome photography at a third the price from Golf Sign & Design.

Drone Photos & 4K Video
No, this is not your average drone! We shoot giant 
format and 4K video. 

When providing photography and video packages, 
we shoot hundreds of shots from the drone and 
from a DSLR on a ladder for the elevation needed 
to make photos great. 

With the combination of both styles, you get 
amazing photography with a great variety for your 
website and marketing needs. Every hole on your 
course may not be great, but we can give you great 
photos for every hole!

If your course is in good to great condition we can  
offer you amazing drone footage either in a 
composite video or as an individual hole by hole 

over and license free music for a touch of class that 
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Architects are brilliant. They make incredible 
golf courses all over the world, but they have 
one thing in common; very few can create 3D 
imagery of the designs they are proposing to 
the client. It is just not their specialty. But it is 
our specialty at Golf Sign and Design.

We work with many architects to make their 
vision come to life. They show us their CAD 
drawing, share with us some of their design 
features and “voile”... amazing 3D renderings.

KIPP SCHULTIES DESIGN, Jupiter, FL

“Tom Eubank takes the concepts I create and 
puts them into a 3D format that I can present 

look like. The details in the rock walls, trees, 
and elevation movements are exceptional. They  

always meet their deadlines and have been very 
easy to work with.”

KIPP SCHULTIES, Golf Course Architect

artistry of his work. The projects he has 

RICKY NIX, Architect - Ron Garl Golf Design

ARCHITECTS LOVE US - WE MAKE THEIR VISION COME ALIVE!
“When PB Dye called me and asked how quick I could be in Maryland to drive 

through his new project and turn around 3D renderings for Links at Perry’s Cabin, I 

We drove the dirt and he 
explained his vision, and 

2 weeks later, we had 
renderings to show 

Tom Eubank,
Owner,

Golf Sign & Design

and brings them to life before it is even built. The end result 
is beautiful imagery that can be used in marketing or just to 
show the client what the course can look like when completed.

DYE DESIGNS
“The Dyes have had a great long-term 
relationship with Tom Eubank and his 
work. We looks forward to working with 
him on all our future projects.

”

DYE, Architect
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